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Dear Year 9 Parent 
 
GCSE LANGUAGES 
 

As your child embarks on the important process of choosing their GCSE courses, we wanted to write to 
share some important information with you about GCSE Languages. 
 

During Years 7, 8 and 9 students have studied Spanish and have had an introduction to French, and both 
Spanish and French are offered at GCSE.  Languages appeal to a variety of students who wish to open 
up doors to future pathways for careers and life experiences and Spanish is a popular choice with typically 
around half of the students in each year group choosing it at GCSE.  Most students who choose a 
Languages GCSE opt for Spanish with fewer students opting for French and we will require at least 10 
students opting for French GCSE to ensure the class is viable.  If your child is interested in French GCSE, 
they should speak with Ms Lonsdale to discuss whether this would be a possibility, based on their 
language skills evidenced in Spanish lessons. 
 

In French and Spanish, students attain very good results.  For example, in the most recent two years 
when students sat GCSE examinations (2019 and 2022) our cohorts exceeded the performance of 
students nationally in terms of the percentage attaining at least a grade 4 and at least a grade 5. 
 

Being able to speak another language is a practical and demonstrable skill which allows the learner to 
get more out of life, both personally and professionally, and will develop both social skills and confidence 
as a communicator.  Increasingly, our students continue to study Languages beyond GCSE.  Spanish has 
become a popular choice at A Level and over half of our A Level Languages students who left school in 
2020 to 2022 have progressed to study Languages related degree courses at university, including 
Oxbridge entrants. 
 

A GCSE Language is one component of the English Baccalaureate (EBACC). The EBACC suite of subjects 
comprises GCSE English Language and Literature, GCSE Mathematics, at least two GCSEs in Science, 
GCSE Humanities (either History or Geography) and GCSE Language.   Students attaining GCSE pass 
grades in the EBACC suite of subjects are recognised by universities and employers as being aspirational 
and having high academic potential. The enclosed DfE leaflet provides further helpful information about 
the EBACC. 
 

Many employers value their employees studying Languages to GCSE level and beyond. They provide 
applicants with an edge over their competitors, developing logical thinking as well as important skills in 
listening and communicating.   The best universities are increasingly interested in students having 
qualifications in Languages and universities also provide a broad and exciting range of opportunities for 
students to continue their study of Languages at undergraduate degree level, either alone or alongside 
another non-Languages subject.  The University of Liverpool, for example, states that they put ‘languages 
at the centre of our strategy as an internationally focused institution, which seeks to develop students as 
global citizens of the future’.  The university offers a broad range of Languages that can be studied as 
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Single Honours degrees or as 50% or 25% of a degree alongside another subject.  Many other universities 
offer the same opportunities.  Students who are interested in taking a new language such as Korean or 
Japanese at university should note that a GCSE language in Spanish or French is often a requirement to 
show an ability to learn languages.  
 
We are passionate about as many students as possible choosing a GCSE Language, as long as it is the 
right decision for them.  To help your child make an informed choice, please spend some time looking 
at the websites that can be found at the following links. In addition to these links, you should read the 
Languages information contained in the GCSE Options Booklet that will shortly be circulated to Year 9 
parents and visit the Languages page of the school website which contains a wealth of interesting 
information for students on the Padlet platforms.  Finally, the FHS Languages department has a vibrant 
Twitter feed that can be followed at  https://twitter.com/FormbyHighML. 
 
• https://www.schoolguide.co.uk/blog/8-reasons-to-choose-a-language-at-gcse-and-a-level  - this 

website provides a very ‘punchy’ summary of the reasons why young people should consider 
studying a GCSE Language. 

• https://www.creativeml.ox.ac.uk/careers/ - you   will   find   some   excellent   videos   from 
professionals who have pursued a broad and varied range of careers explaining why Languages 
study has been so important to them. 

 
We do hope that the information contained in this letter is helpful and informative. If you have any 
questions or would like to discuss your child taking GCSE Spanish or French, please make an 
appointment for Languages for parents’ evening and feel free to contact Ms Lonsdale. 
 
Yours sincerely 

  
D A Mackenzie                                                     T Lonsdale 
Headteacher                                                        Curriculum Leader for Modern Languages 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.schoolguide.co.uk/blog/8-reasons-to-choose-a-language-at-gcse-and-a-level
https://www.creativeml.ox.ac.uk/careers/


You and your child may currently 
be considering, with advice from  
their school, what GCSE subjects  
they should take next year. 

WHAT IS THE EBACC?
The EBacc is not a qualification in its own right  
– it’s a combination of GCSE subjects, including  
a language, that offer an important range of 
knowledge and skills to young people. 

EBACC FUTURE PROOFS YOUR  
CHILD’S PROSPECTS 
 
While your child may not have decided on their 
future career path yet, choosing the EBacc  
at GCSE gives them access to a full range of 
employment options when they leave secondary 
school and the broad knowledge that employers  
are looking for. 

If they are thinking of going to university,  
the EBacc is also recommended by Britain’s  
most prestigious universities.

The Department for Education recommends 
these core subjects, which make up the English 
Baccalaureate (EBacc), and help keep options  
for young people open:

 —English language and English literature
 —Maths
 —Science 
Combined science or 3 single sciences  
from Biology, Chemistry, Physics,  
and Computer science
 —History or Geography
 —A language 
Ancient or modern 

HELP YOUR CHILD MAKE  
THE BEST GCSE CHOICES

The research found that students  
studying EBacc subjects for  

GCSE, were more likely to stay in  
education after 16. 

The Centre for Longitudinal Studies,  
August 2017



WHAT ABOUT ARTS AND MUSIC? 
 
While arts and music are not included in the EBacc, 
every child should still experience a high-quality  
arts and cultural education throughout their time at 
school as part of a balanced curriculum. If your child 
can take 9 GCSEs, they will have either 1 or 2 further 
options and can choose subjects based on their 
wider interests like art or music as well as others 
such as physical education or technology.

Further Information 
Search EBacc on GOV.UK for more information.

You should also get in touch with your child’s school 
directly — they will be able to tell you about their 
specific GCSE and EBacc offer and explain all of 
your child’s options.

Schools where more pupils select the 
EBacc at GCSE maintain the number of 

pupils that select arts.

Trends in arts subjects in schools  
with increased EBacc entry July 2017

Languages are an important part of EBacc.  
Studying a foreign language can be extremely 
rewarding and exciting. They provide an insight  
into other cultures and can open the door to 
travel and employment opportunities. They can 
also broaden pupils’ horizons, helping them 
flourish in new environments. 

If your child finds languages difficult, don’t forget 
that they will have been studying them for much 
less time than their other subjects and, while 
it can be a challenge, learning a language will 
greatly enhance their future opportunities.

What’s more, we know that employers value 
languages, as they are increasingly important to 
make sure we can compete in the global market. 
Because of this, languages are increasingly 
becoming a requirement for many graduate  
schemes, such as those offered by Lidl.

“Young people skilled in the 
languages of Europe, China and 

other key markets around the world, 
can look forward to exciting and 

rewarding careers.”

Dr Adam Marshall, Director General  
of the British Chambers of Commerce

The Russell Group has named 
languages as subjects that open 

doors to more degrees at universities. 
(The Russell Group is a group  

of 24 universities with a shared focus  
on research and a reputation for 

academic achievement)

LANGUAGES GIVE  
YOUNG PEOPLE  
A COMPETITIVE EDGE

“Having language skills under  
your belt will help make you stand  

out from the crowd, whether  
you’re applying for an entry level 
position, a management role or  

an internal transfer.”

Steve Cassidy, Senior Vice President  
& Managing Director, UK & Ireland, Hilton
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